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In this article, we analyze some residual-based stabilization techniques for the transient

Stokes problem when considering anisotropic time–space discretizations. We define an

anisotropic time–space discretization as a family of time–space partitions that does not

satisfy the condition h
2
6 Cdt with C uniform with respect to h and dt. Standard resid-

ual-based stabilization techniques are motivated by a multiscale approach, approximating

the effect of the subscales onto the large scales. One of the approximations is to consider

the subscales quasi-static (neglecting their time derivative). It is well known that these

techniques are unstable for anisotropic time–space discretizations. We show that the use

of dynamic subscales (where the subscales time derivatives are not neglected) solves the

problem, and prove optimal convergence and stability results that are valid for anisotropic

time–space discretizations. Also the improvements related to the use of orthogonal sub-

scales are addressed.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Stokes system is a well-posed mixed problem by virtue of the so-called inf–sup condition, which ensures pressure

stability. At the fully discrete level, the main question is: does the velocity–pressure pair of finite-dimensional spaces satisfy

the discrete inf–sup condition? In general, as it is widely known, the answer is not. Unfortunately, condition (12) below does

not hold for simple cases, such as equal order velocity–pressure interpolation. Stable pairs, that is to say, pairs satisfying the

discrete inf–sup condition (12) are called div-stable in the terminology of Boland and Nicolaides [6]. These pairs must be

composed of different interpolation spaces for the velocity and pressure. The design of div-stable elements satisfying the dis-

crete inf–sup condition has motivated a large amount of research (see [9]).

At the continuous level, the steady Stokes problem is well-posed due to the celebrated LBB inf–sup condition, that pro-

vides optimal pressure stability for the steady-state problem (see [23,8,1]). The well-posedness of the transient Stokes prob-

lem is more delicate; we refer to [5] for a discussion about this topic.

At the discrete level, an alternative approach to the satisfaction of the discrete inf–sup condition relies on the perturba-

tion (stabilization) of the formulation in a consistent way. This approach is particularly appealing because allows to use the

same finite element spaces for velocity and pressure interpolation. This idea was initially suggested in [21].

An abstract framework for the motivation and design of stabilization methods based on a multiscale decomposition of the

solution was proposed in [19,20]. The idea is to split the continuous solution of our problem into coarse (or finite element)
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and fine (or subgrid) scales. In order to get a feasible numerical method, a cheap approximation of the subgrid scales equa-

tions is required. This is the frame we consider herein.

Residual-based stabilized methods were initially motivated for the steady-state case. The extension to the transient prob-

lem has been at least involved. Initially, space–time finite element approximations were used (see [25]). Usually, the time

derivative of the subgrid component at the subgrid equation is approximated by a source-like term, in order to justify a

dependence of the subgrid component with the time step size dt. This approach, that we call quasi-static subscales, is not con-

sistent because it implies a steady-state solution (in case of being reached) time step dependent. In any case, this approach is

unstable for anisotropic time–space discretizations, as pointed out in [4]. We define as anisotropic time–space discretization a

family of time–space partitions such that dt and the characteristic mesh size h do not satisfy

h
2
6 Cdt ð1Þ

for a constant C uniform with respect to h and dt. Roughly speaking, residual-based methods become unstable when the time

step size dt is reduced without remeshing. In fact, all the existing numerical analyses of residual-based stabilization methods

need to assume condition (1).

In the present work, we analyze a new approach in which the subgrid component of the solution is tracked in time and

the subgrid time derivative taken into consideration. This new method has been called dynamic subscales, in comparison to

the classical quasi-static subscales, where this time derivative is neglected. The motivation of the method and implementation

aspects can be found in [15]. In this reference, there is a first stability analysis that shows that this approach is stable, regard-

less of the time step size. The pressure stability was proved in a very weak dual norm (see Theorem 2 therein). However,

there was an open question: are we able to get stronger pressure stability (not in dual norms)? In particular, can we prove

the same pressure stability for the transient problem (using dynamic subscales) as we get for the steady-state problem? The

proof of these results is much more involved, but we have been able to answer this question affirmatively in this work.

The main contributions of this article are:

� To prove stronger pressure stability for the transient Stokes problem stabilized with dynamic subscales, for time–space

not relying on (1). We want to show that we get the same control over the pressure that we have for the steady case.

� To prove the first convergence results of a residual-based stabilization method for the transient Stokes problem that do not

rely on condition (1).

� To show that considering orthogonal subscales is another way to circumvent condition (1).

In the following, we analyze the stability properties of the Stokes system for div-stable elements and stabilized formu-

lations with dynamic and quasi-static subscales. We start by considering elements that satisfy the inf–sup condition. This

analysis motivates the one for dynamic subscales, where consistent pressure stability can be proved. After that, we analyze

quasi-static subscales in order to show how neglecting the time evolution of the subscale deteriorates the stability properties

of the method. A complete convergence analysis has been carried out for the new method, dynamic subscales.

Let us give the outline of the paper. The transient Stokes problem is introduced in Section 2, together with notation. Sec-

tion 3 is devoted to the multiscale stabilization of this mixed problem. Section 4 contains the stability analysis of the Stokes

problem for the numerical schemes listed above. Error estimates have been proved in Section 5. We end by summarizing the

main results of the article and drawing some conclusions in Section 6.

2. The Stokes problem

2.1. The continuous level

The Stokes system over a domain X of Rd (d = 2 or 3 being the space dimension) consists of finding a velocity u and a

pressure p such that:

� mDuþrp ¼ f in X; ð2aÞ

r � u ¼ 0 in X; ð2bÞ

where f is the force vector and m is the kinematic viscosity. The equation set (2) has to be supplemented with appropriate

boundary conditions in order to have a well-posed system. The boundary C � @X is a (d � 1)-dimensional manifold assumed

locally Lipschitz (i.e., smooth enough). For the sake of simplicity we have adopted the homogeneous boundary condition:

u ¼ 0 on C ð3Þ

for the following stability and convergence analyses.

In order to obtain the weak form of problem (2) we need to introduce some notation. We denote by LpðXÞ, 1 6 p < 1, the

space of real functions defined on X with the pth power absolutely integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The

space L1ðXÞ consists of essentially bounded functions in X. The case p = 2 is of special interest; L2ðXÞ is a Hilbert space en-

dowed with the scalar product (u,v) and its induced norm kuk0. The Hilbert space HmðXÞ is the space of functions in L2ðXÞ

whose weak derivatives of order less than or equal to m belong to L2ðXÞ, m being an integer and 1 6 p 6 1. This space is
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endowed with a scalar product and its associated norm k � km. Furthermore, we denote by H1
0ðXÞ the space of functions of

H1ðXÞ vanishing on C and by H�1ðXÞ its dual space. In general, duality pairings will be denoted with the symbol h�; �i. Given

a function u 2 H1
0ðXÞ the Poincaré inequality:

kuk21 6 CXkruk20 ð4Þ

holds for X with Lipschitz continuous boundary. Therefore, the seminorm juj1 ¼ kruk0 in H1ðXÞ is a norm in H1
0ðXÞ.

We shall often consider d-dimensional vector functions with components in one of these spaces. We shall indicate them

by boldface letters, for instance HmðXÞ ¼ ðHmðXÞÞd. In the following, we will not distinguish between scalar products or

norms for scalar or vector-valued functions.

Let V � H1ðXÞ, V0 � H1
0ðXÞ and Q � L2ðXÞ=R denote the real Hilbert spaces for velocity and pressure, respectively, with

associated norms kvk
V

and kqk
Q
, and let f 2 V

0. Let us define the form related to the viscous term,

aðu;vÞ :¼ mðru;rvÞ 8u; v 2 V: ð5Þ

This is a bilinear continuous form on H1
0ðXÞ which is coercive with respect to k � k1. The next form is used for the pressure

gradient and the incompressibility constraint,

bðv ; qÞ :¼ �ðq;r � vÞ 8v 2 V0; 8q 2 Q; ð6Þ

which is also continuous with respect to the norms kqk0 and kvk1.

Then, the weak form of (2) consist of finding u 2 V0 and p 2 Q such that:

aðu;vÞ þ bðv ;pÞ ¼ hf ;vi 8v 2 V0; ð7aÞ

bðu; qÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Q: ð7bÞ

The requirement in order for (7) to be well posed reads as follows: there exists a constant ~b such that:

inf
q2Q

sup
v2V0

bðv; qÞ

kvk
V
kqk

Q

P ~b > 0; ð8Þ

in which case existence of the solution can be proved.

The evolutionary equations for a fluid moving in a domain X in a time interval [0,T] consists of finding a velocity u and

pressure p such that:

@tu� mDuþrp ¼ f in X� ð0; TÞ; ð9aÞ

r � u ¼ 0 in X� ð0; TÞ: ð9bÞ

The equation set (9) has to be supplemented with appropriate boundary and initial conditions in order to have a well-posed

system. Again, we consider homogeneous boundary conditions.

For the treatment of evolutionary problems, we require the following notation. Given T > 0, 1 6 p < 1 and X a Banach

space with norm k � kX , let L
pð0; T;XÞ be the space of functions f : ð0; TÞ ! X such that kfkLpð0;T;XÞ ¼

R T

0
kf ðsÞkpXds

� �1=p
< 1. In

the case of p ¼ 1, we demand the property sup06s6Tkf ðsÞkX 6 1.

The spaces ðV0Þt � L2ð0; T;H1
0ðXÞÞ and Qt � D

0ð0; T; L2ðXÞ=RÞ denote the spaces for velocity and pressure, respectively (D0

is the space of distributions). Then, the weak form of (9) consists of finding u 2 ðV0Þt and p 2 Qt such that:

ð@tu;vÞ þ aðu;vÞ þ bðv; pÞ ¼ hf ;vi 8v 2 V0; ð10aÞ

bðu; qÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Q: ð10bÞ

2.2. The discrete approach

We now consider the approximation of the weak form (7) using the finite element approximation theory. Let Vh;0 and Qh

be finite-dimensional subspaces approximating V0 and Q, respectively, where the index h refers to the mesh size. The dis-

crete version of system (7) consists of finding uh 2 Vh;0 and ph 2 Qh such that:

aðuh;vhÞ þ bðvh; phÞ ¼ hf ;vhi 8v 2 Vh;0; ð11aÞ

bðuh; qhÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Qh: ð11bÞ

The equivalent version of the inf–sup condition at the discrete level holds if there exists a constant b, independent of the

mesh size h, such that:

inf
qh2Qh

sup
vh2Vh;0

bðvh; qhÞ

kvhkVkqhkQ
P b > 0; ð12Þ

in which case stability can be proved.
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The space discretization of the evolutionary system (10) consists of finding uh 2 ðVh;0Þt and ph 2 ðQhÞt such that:

ð@tuh;vhÞ þ aðuh;vhÞ þ bðvh;phÞ ¼ hf ;vhi 8vh 2 Vh;0; ð13aÞ

bðuh; qhÞ ¼ 0 8qh 2 Qh; ð13bÞ

being ðVh;0Þt � L2ð0; T;VhÞ and ðQhÞt � L2ð0; T;QhÞ. Existence and uniqueness of the semi-discrete system (13) are known.

In order to consider the time discretization of system (13) some extra notation is needed. Given a Banach space X

equipped with k � kX , a continuous function f : ½0; T� ! X and two real numbers 1 6 p < 1 and a > 0, for a time step size

dt > 0, let tn ¼ ndt for n ¼ 0; . . . ;N ¼ ½T=dt�. Let ‘pðXÞ be the space of sequences ff nþ1gN�1
n¼0 such thatPN�1

n¼0 dtkf
nþ1kpX

� �1=p
< 1, and ‘1ðXÞ the space of sequences such that supn¼0;...;N�1kf

nþ1kX < 1. From here onwards we denote

by N ¼ ½T=dt� � 1. We also define the difference operators:

df nþ1 ¼ f nþ1 � f n; dtf
nþ1 ¼

1

dt
df nþ1:

For the time discretization of (13) we consider a backward Euler scheme. Nevertheless, we will discuss the extension of the

numerical analyses to second order backward differencing (BDF2) and Crank–Nicholson time integrators.

3. The variational multiscale approach

3.1. The stationary Stokes problem

In this section, we recall the variational multiscale approach to stabilized methods initially suggested by Hughes in

[19,20]. This framework is useful for the motivation of the dynamic subscales method analyzed in this article.

Let us start rewriting the stationary Stokes system (7) in the following abstract form: find U 2 W such that:

BðU;VÞ ¼ LðVÞ 8V 2 W; ð14Þ

where U ¼ ½u; p� is the solution of the continuous problem, involving velocity and pressure, and V ¼ ½v; q� the vector of test

functions whose components are the test functions of the momentum and mass conservation equation, respectively. The

functional space is W ¼ V0 � Q.

The key idea of the multiscale approach is to split the continuous solution into a coarse (or FEM) and a fine (or subgrid)

scale

U ¼ Uh þ eU ;

where Uh 2 Wh ¼ Vh;0 � Qh and eU 2 fW, the subgrid space. In order to have a unique decomposition, we assume that

W ¼ Wh � fW. Invoking this decomposition in (14) for the continuous solution U and test functions V, we get the following

system:

BðUh þ eU ;VhÞ ¼ LðVhÞ 8Vh 2 Wh; ð15aÞ

BðUh þ eU ; eV Þ ¼ LðeV Þ 8eV 2 fW: ð15bÞ

To solve this problem is as difficult as the original one. At this point, further simplification are required, in order to get a

computationally feasible numerical method. From the subgrid equation (15b), we motivate a simplified expression for the

subgrid component in terms of the finite element component, eU ’ eUðUhÞ. This approximation is known as the modelling

for the subscales. In order to motivate this subgrid model, we integrate by parts some terms of the subgrid equation (15b)

and neglect inter-element jumps terms, getting:

hLðeUÞ; eV i ¼ hF �LðUhÞ; eV i; ð16Þ

where L is the Stokes differential operator:

LðUÞ ¼
�mDuþrp

r � u

� �
:

We can rewrite (16) as

PeWðLðeUÞÞ ¼ PeWðF �LðUhÞÞ; ð17Þ

wherePeW is the L2-projection onto fW and the residual of the finite element component is at the right hand side of (17). This

kind of methods are known as residual-based.

In order to get a feasible numerical method, some approximations are made. The subgrid component is localized to the

element by replacing the Stokes operator by the element-by-element Stokes operator Lh where the Laplacian D is replaced

by the differential operator Dh, used to indicate that the Laplacian is only evaluated on the interior of finite elements (not

considering inter-element jumps). Furthermore, the inverse ofPeW 	Lh is approximated by an algebraic operator s, justified

by Fourier analysis in [11]:
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s ¼ diagfsI; spg ¼
Cs h2

m I 0

0 m

 !
;

where I is the identity matrix of dimension d and Cs is an algorithmic constant. The subgrid projection in the LHS of (17) is

also approximated by the projection operatorPð�Þ. After these three approximations, we end up with the following model for

the subscales:

s
�1 eU ¼ PðF �LhðUhÞÞ:

The operatorPð�Þ varies with the stabilized method chosen. For ASGS this operator is the L2-identity, denoted byIð�Þ (see e.g.

[19]). On the other hand, if we consider the orthogonal subscales stabilization (OSS) developed e.g. in [11], the L2 orthogonal

projection onto the finite element space for the velocity is used:

Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ �Phð�Þ;

where Phð�Þ denotes the L2 projection onto the finite element space Vh.

Remark 3.1. Using OSS we satisfy fW \Wh ¼ f0g but not with ASGS. The violation of this property makes ASGS more

diffusive and affects negatively the stability properties of the finite element component, as proved in the next section. We

refer to Codina and Blasco [13] for numerical experiments that evidence this behavior.

Invoking the expression for the subgrid component at the finite element equation (15a) and integrating by parts those

terms related to the subgrid component we get:

BðUh þ eUðUhÞ;VhÞ ’ BðUh;VhÞ þ heUðUhÞ;L


hðVhÞi :¼ BhðUh;VhÞ;

where again we neglect inter-element jumps. L

h is the formal adjoint of the Stokes operator evaluated elementwise. There-

fore, we have obtained a modified bilinear form Bh only in terms of the finite element component. The point is to check that

the inf–sup condition for the stabilized problem:

inf
Uh2Wh

sup
Vh2Wh

BhðUh;VhÞ

jjjUhjjjjjjVhjjj
P b > 0 ð18Þ

is satisfied for equal u–p interpolation and an appropriate norm jjj � jjj.

At this point, let us neglect the subgrid pressure component ~p.2 In fact, we can prove (18) only with the subgrid velocity com-

ponent. The multiscale stabilized Stokes problem consists of: find uh 2 Vh and ph 2 Qh such that:

aðuh;vhÞ þ bðph;vhÞ ¼ hf ;vhi; ð19aÞ

� bðqh;uhÞ � ð~u;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð19bÞ

where the subgrid component is obtained from the following equation:

s�1~u ¼ Pðf þ mDhuh �rphÞ: ð20Þ

Remark 3.2. It is clear that mDhuh is identically zero for linear elements. On the other hand, this term is needed in order to

keep optimal convergence when using high order finite elements and ASGS. Nevertheless, for OSS this term can be neglected

in any case without loosing order of convergence, as proved in Section 5.

Remark 3.3. The orthogonal subscales method can also be considered non-residual based due to the fact that it keeps opti-

mal convergence even taking out finite element terms in (20) (under appropriate regularity properties) that do not play a key

role on stabilization, like the diffusive or force terms.

3.2. The transient Stokes problem

Let us start writing the transient Stokes problem in an abstract setting:

ðDtU;VÞ þ BðU;VÞ ¼ LðVÞ 8V 2 W; ð21Þ

where DtU ¼ ½@tu;0�. Now, UðtÞ ¼ ½uðtÞ; pðtÞ� belongs to Wt ¼ ðV0Þt � Qt . Again, we decompose this solution into

Uh 2 ðWhÞt � ðVh;0Þt � ðQhÞt and
eU 2 fWt , such that Wt ¼ ðWhÞt �

fWt . Invoking this decomposition in (21), we get:

2 This is a reasonable simplification because the pressure subgrid scale only gives stability over the velocity. This stability is not needed since the velocity is

already controlled by the Galerkin terms. We refer to Codina [11] for the obtention of the subgrid pressure stabilization terms. It is interesting to note that in

other problems in which velocity stabilization is needed too, like Darcy flow, this pressure subscale plays an important role (see [2]).
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ðDtUh;VhÞ þ ðDt
eU ;VhÞ þ BðUh;VhÞ þ BðeU ;VhÞ ¼ LðVhÞ; ð22aÞ

ðDt
eU ; eV Þ þ ðDtUh; eV Þ þ BðeU ; eV Þ þ BðUh; eV Þ ¼ LðeV Þ: ð22bÞ

Following the procedure used for the stationary case, that is, integrating by parts, neglecting inter-element jump terms and

localizing the subgrid equation to the element level in (22), we obtain:

ðDtUh;VhÞ þ ðDt
eU ;VhÞ þ BðUh;VhÞ þ heU ;L


hðVhÞi ¼ LðVhÞ; ð23aÞ

ðDt
eU ; eV Þ þ ðDtUh; eV Þ þ hLhðeUÞ; eV i þ hLhðUhÞ; eV i ¼ LðeV Þ: ð23bÞ

As for the stationary case, we approximate the Stokes differential operator by an algebraic operator s and replace the subgrid

projection by the identity (for ASGS) or the orthogonal projection onto the finite element space (for OSS). Nevertheless, in

(23b) it does appear a new term, the time derivative of the subgrid component, that is considered as such, getting the fol-

lowing ordinary differential equation:

Dt
eU þ s

�1 eU ¼ PðF �LhðUhÞ � DtUhÞ:

This newmethodology, coined in [15] as dynamic subscales, turns out to have much better stability properties than the quasi-

static approximation, as proved in the next section.

The tracking of the subscales in time is not standard at all. The standard quasi-static methodology used for stabilizing the

transient problem is based on the following subgrid model:

s
�1
qs
eU ¼ PðF �LhðUhÞ � DtUhÞ: ð24Þ

The straightforward expression for the stabilization parameter is to take sqs ¼ s, motivated by neglecting the subgrid time

derivative in (23b) (by the quasi-static assumption) and approximatingLh as above. Another approach is to approximate the

time derivative term in (23b) by a reaction-like term (with a zero order derivative) that introduces a factor 1=dt in the sta-

bilization parameter (see [22,17]):

sqs ¼
1

dt
þ
1

s

� ��1

;

sqs ¼ diagfsqsI; spg:

ð25Þ

This approach is inconsistent because the steady-state solution (in case of being reached) depends on the time step size. Fur-

thermore, as pointed out in [4], when considering ASGS, system (23a), (23b) and (24) becomes unstable for anisotropic time–

space discretization. To adopt (25) does not change the situation.

We prove in the next section that using dynamic subscales stability can always be proved. Furthermore, when considering

OSS for the subgrid scale model, stability is kept even for quasi-static subscales, using as stabilization term sqs, under mild

regularity assumptions over the data.

The nice features of dynamic subscales are:

� The steady-state case does not depend on dt anymore.

� We can prove stability without any condition over the time–space discretization and minimum regularity assumptions

over the data.

� Both ASGS and OSS subscale choices for the projection lead to stable methods.

Neglecting the subgrid pressure again, we can write the multiscale stabilized transient Stokes system. We introduce the

parameter c that takes the value 1 for dynamic subscales and 0 for quasi-static subscales. The problem reads as: find

uhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;VhÞ and phðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;QhÞ such that:

ð@tuhðtÞ;vhÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;rvhÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � vhÞ þ cð@t~uðtÞ;vhÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ;vhi; ð26aÞ

ðqh;r � uhðtÞÞ � ð~uðtÞ;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð26bÞ

where the subgrid component is obtained from the following equation:

c@t~uðtÞ þ s�1~uðtÞ ¼ Pðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞ � @tuhðtÞÞ: ð27Þ

This system is initialized with u0
h ¼ PRðu

0Þ (where PR is the Riesz projector used in [10]) and ~u0 ¼ 0. Using the Riesz projec-

tor, u0
h satisfies (26b) at t ¼ 0, a property that is needed in the following numerical analysis (see Remark 4.8). We neglect the

Laplacian term in (27) for the sake of simplicity. How the introduction of this term affects the results is explained in Remark

4.7. This term must be introduced for high order elements together with ASGS in order to keep the appropriate order of

convergence.

Let us summarize the different stabilization methods considered in this article:

� c ¼ 1 and P ¼ P?
h : dynamic orthogonal subscales (D-OSS).

� c ¼ 1 and P ¼ I: dynamic algebraic subscales (D-ASGS).
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� c ¼ 0 and P ¼ P?
h : quasi-static orthogonal subscales (Q-OSS).

� c ¼ 0 and P ¼ I: quasi-static algebraic subscales (Q-ASGS).

In Table 1, we provide the reader with a road map for the subsequent analysis.

Remark 3.4. In this work, we will show the superiority (for ASGS) of dynamic subscales with respect to quasi-static

subscales using stability arguments. However, the benefits of using dynamic subscales are not restricted to stability

arguments; they have advantages from the point of view of the time integration, solve the conflict about the design of the

stabilization terms for time dependent problems (either at the semi-discrete or the fully discrete level) and the numerical

experiments show that the gain with respect to quasi-static subscales is notorious (see [15]). Furthermore, it has been

proved in [24] that dynamic subscales stabilization behaves as a turbulence model that allows backscatter (not possible for

quasi-static subscales).

4. Stability results for the transient Stokes problem

4.1. Galerkin approximation

In this section, we consider the Galerkin approximation of the Stokes problem using stable pairs. Along this section we

assume that a discrete inf–sup condition holds.

Assumption 1. The pair of finite element spaces for the velocity and pressure satisfy:

inf
qh2Qh

sup
vh2Vh;0

bðvh; qhÞ

kvhkVkqhkQ
P b > 0; ð28Þ

with b uniform with respect to the mesh size h.

Let us consider the semi-discrete (in space) Stokes problem in its weak form: find uhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;VhÞ and

phðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;QhÞ such that:

ð@tuhðtÞ;vhÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;rvhÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ;vhi; ð29aÞ

ðqh;r � uhðtÞÞ ¼ 0 ð29bÞ

initialized with u0
h ¼ PRðu

0Þ. This system is a differential-algebraic (DAE) system. Therefore, its solution fuhðtÞ; phðtÞg does

exist, is unique and continuous in time. The proof of the stability bounds stated in the next theorem can be found in [26].

In order to get these stability results, strong regularity assumptions over the data are needed; that is to say, more regularity

than the one needed for the problem to be well-posed.

Theorem 4.1. Given a force vector f ðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ and initial condition u0 2 H1
0ðXÞ, the solution fuhðtÞ; phðtÞg of system

(29) satisfies:

uhðtÞ 2 L1ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ \ L2ð0; T;H1
0ðXÞÞ;

@tuhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ;

phðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ:

Remark 4.1. We can get a much weaker pressure stability result under minimum regularity assumptions over the force term

and initial velocity (see [26]), which is

Z T

0

phðsÞds

����
����
0

6 C:

Table 1

List of main results.

Method Main result Label

D-OSS Stability (semi-discrete) Theorem 4.2

Stability (fully discrete) Corollary 4.2

Convergence Theorem 5.1

D-ASGS Stability (semi-discrete) Theorem 4.2

Stability (fully discrete) Corollary 4.2

Q-OSS Stability (semi-discrete) Theorem 4.3

Stability (fully discrete) Corollary 4.3

Q-ASGS Stability (fully discrete) Theorem 4.4
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Now we want to obtain similar results for the fully discretized version of (29). Let us write the fully discretized Stokes

problem in its weak form. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the backward Euler time integration scheme. For a given

time step value tnþ1, the problem consists of finding unþ1
h 2 Vh and pnþ1

h 2 Qh such that3:

ðdtu
nþ1
h ;vhÞ þ mðrunþ1

h ;rvhÞ � ðpnþ1
h ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf nþ1;vhi; ð30aÞ

ðqh;r � unþ1
h Þ ¼ 0: ð30bÞ

We summarize the stability for the discrete Stokes problem (30) in the following corollary. We omit the proof because it is

analogous to the one for the semi-discrete problem.

Corollary 4.1. Given a force vector ff nþ1gN�1
n¼0 2 ‘2ðL2ðXÞÞ and initial condition u0 2 H1

0ðXÞ, the sequence funþ1
h

; pnþ1
h

gN�1
n¼0 of

solutions of system (29) satisfies:

funþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘1ðL2ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðH1
0ðXÞÞ;

fdtu
nþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðL2ðXÞÞ;

fpnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðL2ðXÞÞ:

Remark 4.2. The stability results in Corollary 4.1 have been obtained without taking benefit of the numerical dissipation of

the time integration scheme, since we have pursued the proof for the semi-discrete problem. Therefore, these results are

valid for any A-stable time integration scheme, like backward Euler, Crank–Nicholson and BDF2.

Remark 4.3. Again, we can get weaker stability bounds under minimum regularity assumptions, that is,

ff ngN�1
n¼0 2 ‘2ðH�1ðXÞÞ and u0 2 L2ðXÞ, obtaining:

XN�1

n¼0

dtpn
h

�����

�����
0

6 C:

4.2. Stabilized formulation using dynamic subscales

In this section, we analyze the numerical approximation of the Stokes system using dynamic subscales. The semi-discrete

(in time) stabilized problem consists of finding uh 2 L2ð0; T;VhÞ and ph 2 L2ð0; T;QhÞ such that:

ð@tuhðtÞ;vhÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;rvhÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � vhÞ þ ð@t~uðtÞ;vhÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ;vhi; ð31aÞ

ðqh;r � uhðtÞÞ � ð~uðtÞ;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð31bÞ

where the subgrid component is modelled by

@t~uðtÞ þ s�1~uðtÞ ¼ Pðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞ � @tuhðtÞÞ: ð32Þ

We have analyzed the semi-discrete (in time) and fully discrete versions.

Along this section the following assumption will be used.

Assumption 2. The family of finite element partitions fHhgh>0 is quasi-uniform.

This assumption is needed because if it holds the following inverse estimate (see [7]) can be used: given vh 2 Vh;0, there

exists a constant Ch independent of the mesh size h such that:

kvhk1 6
Ch

h
kvhk0: ð33Þ

The quasi-uniformity can be relaxed, assuming only non-degenerate finite element partitions (see [14]). The key idea is to

replace (33) by local inverse inequalities.

The stabilized Stokes system, motivated from a multiscale approach, has already been stated in (26b) and (27). Let us re-

mark one important feature of this system. It is true that our finite element velocity uhðtÞ is not divergence-free. However,

from (26b), we can easily infer that uh þ ~u is solenoidal in a particular sense.

In the next theorem we state some stability bounds of system (31) and (32). The strategy of the proof is split into two

parts. In a first step stability bounds have been obtained not only for the finite element velocity, but also the subgrid com-

ponent. After that, we translate this subgrid stability in terms of pressure stability. This proof is non-standard. Standard sta-

3 If the body force f is not continuous in time, we simply define

f nþ1 :¼

Z tnþ1

tn
f ðtÞdt:
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bilized methods are only written in terms of the finite element component because the subgrid component has a closed form

in terms of the finite element component. We cannot use this approach for dynamic subscales because the subgrid equation

is a differential equation.

We need to use extra notation. Given a functional space X and a mesh dependent scalar value s > 0, we will say that a

function u belongs to sX if su belongs to X.

Theorem 4.2. Given a force vector sequence f ðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;H�1ðXÞÞ \ L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ and initial condition u0 2 L2ðXÞ, the

solution fuhðtÞ; phðtÞg of system (31) and (32) with Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ satisfies:

uhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;H1
0ðXÞÞ;

rphðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Under the same hypothesis, with Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ, the stability results are:

uhðtÞ 2 L1ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ \ L2ð0; T;H1
0ðXÞÞ;

@tuhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ;

rphðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Proof. Let us start rewriting (31a) and (32) in a more appropriate version for the subsequent analysis. Grouping time deriv-

atives we have:

ð@tðuh þ ~uÞðtÞ;vhÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;rvhÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ;vhi; ð34aÞ

@tðPðuhÞ þ ~uÞðtÞ þ s�1~uðtÞ ¼ Pðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞÞ: ð34bÞ

We can obtain (FEM and subgrid) velocity bounds using the following strategy. First, we test (34a) and (31b) with vh ¼ uhðtÞ

and qh ¼ phðtÞ, respectively, for every time instant t 2 ð0; TÞ. After that, we multiply (34b) by ~uðtÞ, and integrate over the do-

main X. Adding up these equations, and integrating over the whole time domain ð0; TÞ, we get:

kuhðTÞ þ ~uðTÞk20 þ m
Z T

0

kruhðsÞk20dsþ

Z T

0

ks�1=2~uðsÞk20ds 6
CX

m

Z T

0

kf ðsÞk2�1dsþ

Z T

0

ks1=2Pðf ðsÞÞk20dsþ ku0k20: ð35Þ

These bounds are enough for the obtention of weak pressure stability in dual norms; this is the kind of stability we proved in

Theorem 2 in [15]. In order to get as strong pressure stability (in space) as for the stabilized steady problem, more work has

to be done.4

In the following we obtain bounds for the time derivative of the finite element and subgrid velocity. In fact, with these

bounds we can improve the stability results in [15], making the translation process much more natural. We test (34a) with

vh ¼ @tuh, obtaining:

ð@tðuh þ ~uÞðtÞ; @tuhðtÞÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;r@tuhðtÞÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � @tuhðtÞÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ; @tuhðtÞi: ð36Þ

Now, in order to bound the last term of the left hand side, let us manipulate the subgrid equation. We multiply (32) by @t~u

and integrate the result over the whole domain X, getting:

ð@tðuh þ ~uÞðtÞ; @t~uðtÞÞ þ ðs�1~uðtÞ; @t~uðtÞÞ ¼ ðPðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞÞ; @t~uÞ: ð37Þ

Taking the time derivative of (31b), and evaluating the derived equation with qh ¼ phðtÞ, we obtain:

ðphðtÞ;r � @tuhðtÞÞ � ð@t~uðtÞ;rphðtÞÞ ¼ 0: ð38Þ

Adding up (36)–(38), multiplying by s and integrating in time the resulting equation, we get:

Z T

0

ks1=2@tðuh þ ~uÞðsÞk20dsþ mks1=2ruhðTÞk
2
0 þ k~uðTÞk20 6

Z T

0

ks1=2f ðsÞk20dsþ ChCsku
0
hk

2
0 þ k~u0k20; ð39Þ

where we have used a classical inverse estimate and the definition of the stabilization parameter in the term related to the

initial finite element velocity u0
h. Let us point out that the subgrid term in (38) is canceled with the RHS of (37) due to the fact

that ðPðrphðtÞÞ; @t~uÞ ¼ ðrphðtÞ; @t~uÞ.

Now, we translate the subgrid stability in terms of finite element stability. Let us start by multiplying (34b) by s1=2 and

taking its L2ðXÞ norm. Integrating the resulting equation over the whole time domain we get:

1

3

Z T

0

ks1=2PðrphðsÞÞk
2
0ds 6

Z T

0

ks1=2@tðPðuhÞ þ ~uÞðsÞk20dsþ

Z T

0

ks�1=2~uðsÞk20dsþ

Z T

0

ks1=2Pðf ðsÞÞk20ds:

4 This is the essence of this work, to obtain the same pressure stability (in space) for the stabilized transient problem as for the steady one without any

assumption over the time step size.
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At this point, we only have stability over the orthogonal projection of the pressure gradientP?
h ðrphÞ. A further step is needed;

we test (34a) for a given time instant twith vh ¼ PhðrphðtÞÞ and use a classical inverse inequality for the viscous term at the

right hand side, obtaining:

kPhðrphðtÞÞk
2
0 6 kPhðrphðtÞÞk0 � kPhðf ðtÞÞk0 þ k@tðuh þ ~uÞðtÞk0 þ

Chm
h

kruhðtÞk0

� �
: ð40Þ

Multiplying the previous equation by s and using its expression, squaring both terms of the resulting inequality and inte-

grating in time, we get a bound for PhðrphÞ. Combining the previous bounds we get the stability over rph in the

theorem. h

Remark 4.4. In order to simplify the exposition, we are assuming that s is constant in space. However, we could also con-

sider s space dependent (see [12]).

Remark 4.5. In the previous theoremwe can see the impact ofPð�Þ on the stability results. When using ASGS, the operator is

Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ. We are violating the fact that, without any approximation, finite element and subgrid spaces are complimentary.

Even though optimal results are obtained over uh þ ~u, we cannot recover some stability estimates over uh. However, with

Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ finite element component and subgrid component are orthogonal. Therefore, we know that

kuh þ ~uk20 ¼ kuhk
2
0 þ k~uk20, and we can recover for the FEM component stability estimates similar to those obtained under

the inf–sup condition. Nevertheless, even though we have not included this stability in the theorem thesis because it

involves the subgrid component, we have also got uhðtÞ þ ~uðtÞ 2 L1ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ and @tðuhðtÞ þ ~uðtÞÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ.

Remark 4.6. The assumption over the force term can be simply reduced to f ðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;H�1ðXÞÞ given f ðtÞ 2 Vh for all time

instants. This can be proved using inverse estimates and the definition of the stabilization parameter. Using OSS and neglect-

ing the force term in (32) (see Remark 3.3) we can also get these results under minimum regularity over the force term.

Remark 4.7. In case of considering the Laplacian of the subgrid component, some extra considerations must be addressed. In

this case, the term

�
X

K

ð~u;DvhÞ

must be added to the left hand side of (31a) and

þPðmDuhÞ

to the right hand side of (32). In this case, for the obtention of (35) the following term must be controlled:

�2
X

K

ð~u; mDuhÞK 6
1

2
ks�1=2~uk20 þ 4C2

hCsmkruhk
2
0:

Similarly for the obtention of (39). Therefore, in order to recover the results of Theorem 4.2, the stabilization parameter con-

stant Cs must satisfy:

Cs 6
4

mC2
h

:

It can be checked that the same condition must be satisfied for the fully discrete problem and for quasi-static subscales.

From Theorem 4.2 it is seen we have recovered the same stability over the pressure than the one obtained using standard

stabilization methods under the condition over the time step size (see Section 5). But now no conditions over time and space

discretization are required. Thus, dynamic subscales deal well with anisotropic time–space discretizations. Let us remark that

this is the first stability analysis of a residual-based stabilization technique obtained without relaying on condition (1) that gives

pressure stability in strong norms (those for the stabilized problem in the steady case). The stability analysis in [15] was also

true for any time step size, but the pressure stability was in very weak negative norms.

The stability properties of the time discrete version of (31) and (32) are analogous. Using the format of system (34b) and

backward Euler for the time integration, the discrete problem is

ðdtðu
nþ1
h þ ~unþ1Þ;vhÞ þ mðrunþ1

h ;rvhÞ � ðpnþ1
h ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf nþ1;vhi; ð41aÞ

ðqh;r � unþ1
h Þ � ð~unþ1;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð41bÞ

dtðPðunþ1
h Þ þ ~unþ1Þ þ s�1~unþ1 ¼ Pðf nþ1 �rpnþ1

h Þ: ð41cÞ

The discrete counterpart of Theorem 4.2 can be proved in an analogous way. The stability properties of the stabilized discrete

system when tracking the subscales in time are listed in the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.2. Given a force vector sequence ff nþ1gN�1
n¼0 2 ‘2ðH�1ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ and initial condition u0 2 L2ðXÞ, the

sequence of solutions funþ1
h

; pnþ1
h

gN�1
n¼0 of system (41) with Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ satisfies:

funþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðH1
0ðXÞÞ;

frpnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Under the same hypothesis, with Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ, the stability results are:

funþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘1ðL2ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðH1
0ðXÞÞ;

fdtu
nþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ;

frpnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

In fact, the stability results in Corollary 4.2 are not only restricted to the backward Euler scheme but are valid for any

A-stable time integration (see Remark 4.2).

Remark 4.8. In order to satisfy the time discrete version of (38), u0
h þ ~u0 must satisfy (31b). Otherwise instabilities can

appear, as pointed out in [10]. An admissible choice is to take u0
h as the Riesz projector of the initial exact solution (see [10])

and ~u0 equal to zero.

Remark 4.9. We refer the reader to Codina et al. [15] for an explanation about how to implement dynamic subscales.

4.3. Stabilized formulation using quasi-static subscales

In this section, we analyze the numerical approximation of the Stokes system using quasi-static subscales, in order to

show how the stability properties are affected when the subgrid time derivative is neglected.

When using Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ, stability results can only be attained for the discrete problem using backward Euler for the time

integration and assuming (1) is true. We analyze this case in Theorem 4.4.

We also prove that OSS is absolutely stable even for quasi-static subscales without any assumption over the time step

size, both for the semi-discrete and fully discrete problems. Stability bounds for this case are obtained in Theorem 4.3

and Corollary 4.3.

4.3.1. Semi-discrete problem (in space)

When using quasi-static subscales we neglect the time derivative of the subscale, that is, @t~u ffi 0. The problem consists of

finding uh 2 L2ð0; T;VhÞ and ph 2 L2ð0; T;QhÞ such that:

ð@tuhðtÞ;vhÞ þ mðruhðtÞ;rvhÞ � ðphðtÞ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf ðtÞ;vhi; ð42aÞ

ðqh;r � uhðtÞÞ � ð~uðtÞ;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð42bÞ

where the subgrid component is modelled by

s�1~uðtÞ ¼ Pðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞ � @tuhðtÞÞ: ð43Þ

This is the standard methodology used for the stabilization of this mixed problem. However, as pointed out by Bochev et al.

[4], this method is unstable under anisotropic space–time discretization.

It is not the aim of this section to prove the instability of these methods, we refer to Bochev et al. [4] for that. We will

identify which are the main differences with respect to the dynamic subscales analyzed above. By numerical experimenta-

tion (see [4,15]), it has been shown that these small differences make the quasi-static approach unstable in the limit dt ! 0,

whereas the dynamic subscales technique remains stable. The question we want to answer is: where the previous analysis

fails when taking out @t~uðtÞ in (26a) and (27)?

In what follows we want to stress the effect of the choice of the subgrid projection operator Pð�Þ. First, let us consider

Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ.

In order to obtain a first set of velocity bounds, we should test (42a) with vh ¼ uhðtÞ and (42b) with qh ¼ phðtÞ. Finally, we

would multiply (43) by ~uðtÞ and integrate over the whole domain. Doing that, we do not have control over the terms related

to the time derivatives. At the left hand side we have:

ð@tuhðtÞ; ~uðtÞÞ: ð44Þ

There is no way to control

Z T

0

k@tuhðsÞk
2
0ds:
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Thus, we cannot even recover velocity bounds! We could try to get first stability results over the time derivative, in order to

control this term. We should take vh ¼ @tuhðtÞ in (42a) and qh ¼ phðtÞ at the time derivative of (42b). For the subgrid com-

ponent, we should multiply (43) by @t~uðtÞ. Now the term:

ðf ðtÞ � @tuhðtÞ; @t~uðtÞÞ ð45Þ

cannot be bounded because k@t~uðtÞk0 is not controlled.

The situation is better using OSS. Taking Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ, we have the following expression for the subgrid component:

s�1~uðtÞ ¼ P?
h ðf ðtÞ �rphðtÞÞ: ð46Þ

Let us introduce the following space of functions:

X ¼ ff ðtÞj@tf ðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ; f ðtÞ 2 L1ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞg; ð47Þ

and the norm:

kf ðtÞk2X ¼

Z t

0

ks1=2@tf ðsÞk
2
0dsþ sup

s2½0;T�

kf ðsÞk20

used for the statement of the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3. Given a force vector sequence f ðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T;H�1ðXÞÞ \ L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ \ sX and initial condition u0 2 L2ðXÞ,

the solution fuhðtÞ; phðtÞg of system(42) and (43) with Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ satisfies:

uhðtÞ 2 L1ð0; T; L2ðXÞÞ \ L2ð0; T;H1
0ðXÞÞ;

@tuhðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ;

rphðtÞ 2 L2ð0; T; s1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Proof. We follow the strategy commented above. The main difference is the fact that now @tuh does not appear in (43), due

to the orthogonality property. We get

kuhðTÞk
2
0 þ m

Z T

0

kruhðsÞk
2
0dsþ

Z T

0

ks�1=2~uðsÞk20ds 6
CX

m

Z T

0

kf ðsÞk2�1dsþ

Z T

0

ks1=2P?
h ðf ðsÞÞk

2
0dsþ ku0

hk
2
0:

In order to get pressure bounds, we need to control the time derivative of the finite element velocity. Using the strategy

pointed out above, we get

Z T

0

ks1=2@tuhðsÞk
2
0dsþ mks1=2ruhðTÞk

2
0 þ k~uðTÞk20

6

Z T

0

ks1=2f ðsÞk20dsþ 2

Z T

0

sðf ðsÞ; @t~uðsÞÞdsþ mks1=2ruhð0Þk
2
0 þ k~uð0Þk20:

Integrating by parts (in time) the last term and using Cauchy–Schwarz and Young’s inequalities we obtain:

2

Z T

0

sðf ðsÞ; @t~uðsÞÞds 6

Z T

0

ks3=2@tf ðsÞk
2
0dsþ

Z T

0

ks�1=2~uðsÞk20dsþ 2ksf ðTÞk20 þ 2ksf ð0Þk20 þ
1

2
k~uðTÞk20 þ

1

2
k~uð0Þk20:

With these bounds, the pressure stability is obtained as in Theorem 4.2. h

Remark 4.10. Let us stress the fact that the stability bounds in Theorem 4.3 can only be proved for Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ. Therefore,

OSS remains unconditionally stable (under mild regularity properties over the body force), whereas classical residual-based

stabilization techniques (with Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ) become unstable.

4.3.2. Fully discrete problem

The discretization in time of the stabilized system (42b) leads to

ðdtu
nþ1
h ;vhÞ þ mðrunþ1

h ;rvhÞ � ðpnþ1
h ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf nþ1;vhi ð48aÞ

ðqh;r � unþ1
h Þ � ð~unþ1;rqhÞ ¼ 0 ð48bÞ

s�1~unþ1 ¼ Pðf nþ1 �rpnþ1
h � dtu

nþ1
h Þ: ð48cÞ

In this section, we show that the discrete problem for Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ improves the stability properties of the continuous (in

time) case. Using backward Euler, the discrete counterpart of the uncontrolled term (44)
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XN�1

n¼0

dtðdtuh; ~uÞ ð49Þ

can be controlled by the numerical dissipation of the time integration scheme under the following assumption over the

time–space discretization:

s ¼
Csh

2

m
6 Cdtdt ð50Þ

with Cdt uniform with respect to the mesh size h and time step size dt. Condition (50) implies that we cannot reduce the time

step size without remeshing (in space). Therefore, for some anisotropic space–time discretization, we cannot prove stability

results. In fact, as pointed out in [4], numerical experimentation shows that the stabilized method becomes unstable in these

cases (see also [15]). It has to be remarked that for some stabilization methods the stabilization parameter is directly dt, thus

making condition (50) meaningless [16]. However, for these methods stability deteriorates as dt ! 0.

This assumption over the time step size is useful together with backward Euler for the proof of stability results (see The-

orem 4.4). Unfortunately, that is not enough for second order schemes. For BDF2, the numerical dissipation is not enough for

controlling (49), and Crank–Nicholson does not introduce any numerical dissipation.

In the next theorems we prove stability for backward Euler, under assumption (50).

Theorem 4.4. Given a force vector sequence ff nþ1gN�1
n¼0 2 ‘2ðH�1ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ, initial condition u0 2 L2ðXÞ, a stabilization

parameter satisfying (50) and a time step size such that C�1
dt < 1, the sequence funþ1

h ; pnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 of solutions of system (48c) with

Pð�Þ ¼ Ið�Þ satisfies:

funþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘1ðL2ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðH1
0ðXÞÞ;

frpnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Proof. We test (48a) with vh ¼ unþ1
h , (48b) with qh ¼ pnþ1

h and (48c) is multiplied by ~unþ1 and integrated over X. Adding up

the resulting equations for all the time step values, n ¼ 0 to N � 1, we obtain:

kuN
h k

2
0 þ

XN

n¼0

kdunþ1
h k20 þ m

XN�1

n¼0

dtkrunþ1
h k20 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~unþ1k20

6
CX

m

XN�1

n¼0

dtkf nþ1k2�1 þ
XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2f nþ1k20 þ ku0
hk

2
0 þ 2

XN�1

n¼0

dtðdtu
nþ1
h ; ~unþ1Þ:

The key is how to control the last term in the right hand side. At this point, the numerical dissipation of backward Euler,PN�1
n¼0 kdu

nþ1
h k20 is essential. We have:

2
XN�1

n¼0

dtðdtu
nþ1
h ; ~unþ1Þ 6

XN

n¼0

kdunþ1
h k20 þ Cdt

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~unþ1k20;

where we have used (50). We can only control the last term of the previous inequality if condition Cdt 6 1 holds.

We can recover some pressure stability, even without control over the discrete time derivative. Multiplying (48c) by

rpnþ1
h , integrating over X and adding for all time steps, we obtain

1

3

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2rpnþ1
h k20Cdt

XN�1

n¼0

dtkdunþ1
h k20 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~unþ1k20 þ
XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2f nþ1k20:

This result concludes the proof of the theorem. h

Remark 4.11. Dhuh plays a role in this result. For high order finite elements, this term could be considered for obtaining the

subgrid component (see Remark 3.3). We must add mDhuh to the right hand side of (43). However, using integration by parts

in time, inverse estimates and the expression of the stabilization parameter, this term could also be controlled:

2m
XN�1

n¼0

dtsðDhu
nþ1
h ; @t~u

nþ1Þ 6
C2
sC

2
h

4a1

ðkuN
h k

2
0 þ ku0

hk
2
0Þ þ a2

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dtunþ1
h k20 þ a1ðk~u

Nk20 þ k~u0k20Þ

þ
C2
sC

2
h

4a2

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~unþ1k20:

Again, the stability properties of the stabilized system with Pð�Þ ¼ P?
h ð�Þ are much better. Even though condition (50) has

been used for proving stability of OSS, the new result of the previous section says that this condition is not needed in this

case. We state the stability results in the following corollary. Again, the proof is analogous to the one for its semi-discrete

counterpart. In this result we need the discrete version of (47), which is
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Xdt ¼ fff ngjdtf
n 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ; ff ng 2 ‘1ðL2ðXÞÞg:

Corollary 4.3. Given a force vector sequence ff nþ1gN�1
n¼0 2 ‘2ðH�1ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ \ sXdt and initial condition u0 2 L2ðXÞ, the

sequence funþ1
h ; pnþ1

h gN�1
n¼0 solution of system (48c) with Pð�Þ ¼ P?

h ð�Þ satisfies:

funþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘1ðL2ðXÞÞ \ ‘2ðH1
0ðXÞÞ;

fdtu
nþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ;

frpnþ1
h gN�1

n¼0 2 ‘2ðs1=2L2ðXÞÞ:

Remark 4.12. The results in Corollary 4.3 can be easily extended to other A-stable time integration schemes, since the

numerical dissipation of the backward Euler scheme has not been exploited. On the contrary, the stability properties obtained

in Theorem 4.4 do not hold for other time integration schemes since the numerical dissipation of the backward Euler scheme

has been used.

5. Error analysis for dynamic and orthogonal subscales

In this section, we tackle the convergence analysis of the discrete Stokes problem (13) stabilized using dynamic orthog-

onal subscales. The convergence analysis for quasi-static orthogonal subscales can be found in [3] (for the nonlinear Navier–

Stokes equations). It has to be pointed out that convergence using ASGS is considerably more involved and, as far as we are

aware, it has been undertaken only using space–time finite elements (in [18], for example, also in the context of the Navier–

Stokes equations). The analysis of other stabilized formulations that are not residual-based can be found in [10], where con-

dition (50) is circumvented by using an appropriate projection of the initial condition (recall that we have proved stability for

quasi-static orthogonal subscales without condition (50)).

Invoking the fact that the subscale is orthogonal to the finite element space, system (41) can be further simplified. This

scheme reads as follows: given un
h, find unþ1

h 2 Vh and pnþ1
h 2 Qh such that:

ðdtu
nþ1
h ;vhÞ þ mðrunþ1

h ;rvhÞ � ðpnþ1
h ;r � vhÞ ¼ hf nþ1;vhi; ð51aÞ

ðqh;r � unþ1
h Þ � ð~unþ1;rqhÞ ¼ 0; ð51bÞ

initialized with u0
h ¼ PRðu

0Þ (where PR is the Riesz projector is used in [10]). In the previous section strong stability bounds

have been obtained for this scheme. In this section optimal a priori error estimates are proved. Instead of (41), a non-residual

version of the subgrid component is analyzed,

dt~u
nþ1 þ s�1~unþ1 ¼ �P?

h ðrpnþ1
h Þ: ð52Þ

The subgrid component is initialized with ~u0 ¼ 0. At the right hand side of the subgrid equation only the pressure term is

considered, instead of the whole residual. Even in this case orthogonal subscales keep optimality, as proved below. In fact,

that is possible because of the introduction of an orthogonal projection. Similar results can be obtained using the residual

form.

Let us introduce the following error functions:

enþ1
d ¼ uðtnþ1Þ � unþ1

h ;

rnþ1
d ¼ pðtnþ1Þ � pnþ1

h ;

~enþ1
d ¼ ~unþ1

e � ~unþ1;

where ~unþ1
e is defined below. Subtracting the discrete system (51) to the continuous problem (10) evaluated at tnþ1 we get

the error system:

ðdte
nþ1
d ;vhÞ þ mðrenþ1

d ;rvhÞ � ðrnþ1
d ;r � vhÞ ¼ ðdtuðt

nþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1Þ;vhÞ; ð53aÞ

ðqh;r � enþ1
d Þ � ð~enþ1

d ;rqhÞ ¼ �ð~unþ1
e ;rqhÞ; ð53bÞ

where the exact subgrid velocity is defined by

dt~u
nþ1
e þ s�1~unþ1

e ¼ �P?
h ðrpðtnþ1ÞÞ: ð54Þ

and initialized with ~u0
e ¼ 0. Therefore, the subgrid error is governed by

dt~e
nþ1
d þ s�1~enþ1

d ¼ �P?
h ðrrnþ1

d Þ: ð55Þ

In order to state the convergence results of the following theorem in a compact way, let us introduce the following (squared)

space interpolation error function:
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Ih ¼
XN�1

n¼0

dt ks�1=2i
nþ1

k20 þ mkri
nþ1

k20 þ m�1ksnþ1k20 þ ks1=2rsnþ1k20 þ ks1=2dti
nþ1

k20

n

þmksrdti
nþ1

k20 þ ks1=2P?
h ðrpðtnþ1ÞÞk20

o
þ ki

0
k20 þ mks1=2ri

0
k20 ð56Þ

with

i
nþ1

¼ uðtnþ1Þ �Phðuðt
nþ1ÞÞ 2 V

?
h ;

snþ1 ¼ pðtnþ1Þ �Phðpðt
nþ1ÞÞ 2 Q

?
h :

Let us also define the (squared) time interpolation error function:

Idt ¼
XN�1

n¼0

dtm�1C2
Xkdtuðt

nþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1Þk2�1 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2ðdtuðtnþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1ÞÞk20: ð57Þ

In the following lemma the order of accuracy with respect to the space and time discretization is analyzed. Let us introduce

the following norm:

kfk2Y ¼ kfk2�1 þ ks1=2fk20 þ ksrfk20: ð58Þ

Lemma 5.1. The space and time interpolation error functions defined in (56) and (57) satisfy:

Ih þIdt 6 C
XN�1

n¼0

dts�1h
2ðkþ1Þ

fkuðtnþ1Þk2kþ1 þ m�2kpðtnþ1Þk2k þ m�2k@tuðt
nþ1Þk2k�1g þ Cdt

Z T

0

k@ttuðsÞk
2
Ydsþ Ch

2k
ku0k2k ;

k being the degree of interpolation of the finite element approximation, for equal order velocity–pressure approximations. Further-

more, if the inequality s 6 Cdtdt holds with Cdt uniform with respect to h and dt, these error functions satisfy:

Ih þIdt 6 C
XN�1

n¼0

dts�1h
2ðkþ1Þ

fkuðtnþ1Þk2kþ1 þ m�2kpðtnþ1Þk2kg þ Cdt

Z T

0

k@ttuðsÞk
2
Ydsþ Ch

2k
ku0k2k :

Proof. Using classical interpolation results and assuming regularity over the continuous velocity we can optimally bound

some terms of the space error function:

XN�1

n¼0

dtfks�1=2i
nþ1

k20 þ mkri
nþ1

k20 þ m�1ksnþ1k20 þ ks1=2rsnþ1k20 þ ks1=2P?
h ðrpðtnþ1ÞÞk20g þ ki

0
k20 þ mks1=2ri

0
k20

6 C
XN�1

n¼0

dts�1h
2ðkþ1Þ

fkuðtnþ1Þk2kþ1 þ m�2kpðtnþ1Þk2kg þ Ch
2k
ku0k2k : ð59Þ

The terms related to the time derivative can be easily handled under the condition s 6 Cdt. But this assumption can be re-

placed by some extra regularity assumptions. First, let us bound the discrete time derivatives in terms of continuous deriv-

atives using the Taylor’s expansion with the residual in the integral form:

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dti
nþ1

k20 6
XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2@ti
nþ1

k20 þ Cdt2
Z T

0

ks1=2@ttuðtÞðsÞk
2
0ds;

XN�1

n¼0

dtmksrdti
nþ1

k20 6
XN�1

n¼0

dtmksr@ti
nþ1

k20 þ Cdt2m
Z T

0

ksr@ttuðtÞðsÞk
2
0ds:

Again, from classical interpolation results, we can get:

s2mkr@ti
nþ1

k20 þ sk@ti
nþ1

k20 6 Cm�2s�1h
2ðkþ1Þ

k@tuðt
nþ1Þk2k�1:

The last term that must be considered is the one related to the time integration, that can be bounded using again Taylor’s

expansions:

XN�1

n¼0

dtm�1C2
Xkdtuðt

nþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1Þk2�1 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2ðdtuðtnþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1ÞÞk20

6 Cdt2
Z T

0

ðm�1C2
Xk@ttuðtÞðsÞk

2
�1 þ ks1=2@ttuðtÞðsÞk

2
0Þds: ð60Þ

The lemma is easily proved combining the previous inequalities. h
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Remark 5.1. From the previous lemma we can infer that condition (50) allows to assume less regularity on the time deriv-

ative of the continuous velocity.

In the following theorem some convergence results have been obtained in terms of the error functions analyzed above.

The proof of the finite element error contains a novel approach that involves error bounds for the subgrid component.

Theorem 5.1. The error functions fenþ1
d

; rnþ1
d

; ~enþ1
d

g determined by system (53) satisfy the following inequalities:

keNd k
2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtmkrenþ1
d k20 þ k~eNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~enþ1
d k20 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dtenþ1
d k20 þ mks1=2reNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dt~enþ1
d k20

6 CðIh þIdtÞ; ð61Þ

and

ks1=2rrnþ1
d k20 6 CðChÞðIh þIdtÞ; ð62Þ

where CðChÞ is a positive constant depending on Ch (defined in (33)).

Proof. Let us start the proof of the theorem testing (53a) with the finite element function

vh ¼ Phðuðt
nþ1ÞÞ � unþ1

h ¼ enþ1
d � i

nþ1
for n ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1. Adding up the resulting equations for all time steps, we finally get:

1

2
keNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtmkrenþ1
d k20 � dtðrnþ1

d ;r � enþ1
d Þ 6

XN�1

n¼0

dtfðdte
nþ1
d ; i

nþ1
Þ þ mðrenþ1

d ;ri
nþ1

Þ þ ðrrnþ1
d ; i

nþ1
Þ

þ ðdtuðt
nþ1Þ � @tuðt

nþ1Þ; enþ1
d � i

nþ1
Þg þ

1

2
ki

0
k20: ð63Þ

The pressure error term at the left hand side can be handled by using (53b) tested with qh ¼ PhðpÞ � ph ¼ rnþ1
d � snþ1:

ðrnþ1
d ;r � enþ1

d Þ � ð~enþ1
d ;rrnþ1

d Þ ¼ ðsnþ1;r � enþ1
d Þ � ð~enþ1

d ;rsnþ1Þ � ð~unþ1
e ;rðrnþ1

d � snþ1ÞÞ: ð64Þ

In order to bound the subgrid term let us multiply the subgrid error equation (55) by ~enþ1
d , integrate the result overX and add

up for n ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1. We finally get:

1

2
k~eNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~enþ1
d k20 6 �

XN�1

n¼0

dtð~enþ1
d ;rrnþ1

d Þ þ
1

2
ki

0
k20: ð65Þ

Let us point out the fact that ~e0d ¼ �i
0
. Adding (63) and (65) and using expression (64), we get the following inequality:

1

2
keNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtmkrenþ1
d k20 þ

1

2
k~eNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~enþ1
d k20

6
XN�1

n¼0

dtfðdte
nþ1
d ; i

nþ1
Þ þ mðrenþ1

d ;ri
nþ1

Þ þ ðrrnþ1
d ; i

nþ1
Þ þ ðsnþ1;r � enþ1

d Þ � ð~enþ1
d ;rsnþ1Þ

� ð~unþ1
e ;rðrnþ1

d � snþ1ÞÞ þ ðdtuðt
nþ1Þ � @tuðt

nþ1Þ; enþ1
d � i

nþ1
Þg þ ki

0
k20 :¼ RHS1: ð66Þ

Let us obtain an appropriate bound for RHS1. Using Cauchy–Schwarz and Young’s inequalities for every term of the right

hand side, we arrive to:

RHS1 6
a
2

XN�1

n¼0

dtfks1=2dtenþ1
d k20 þ 3mkrenþ1

d k20 þ 2ks1=2P?
h ðrrnþ1

d Þk20 þ ks�1=2~enþ1
d k20g þ

aþ 1

2a

�
XN�1

n¼0

dtf2ks�1=2i
nþ1

k20 þ mkri
nþ1

k20 þ m�1ksnþ1k20 þ ks1=2rsnþ1k20 þ ks�1=2~unþ1
e k20

þ m�1C2
Xkdtuðt

nþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1Þk2�1g þ ki

0
k20; ð67Þ

where a is a positive scalar value that arises from Young’s inequality. This a will be chosen below in order to absorb some

terms by the left hand side. Let us point out that (67) involves norms of dte
nþ1
d . In order to bound these norms we test (53a)

with vh ¼ sPhðdte
nþ1
d Þ ¼ sdtðenþ1

d � i
nþ1

Þ for n ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1. Adding up for all time steps and carrying out algebraic manip-

ulations, we get:

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dtenþ1
d k20 þ

m
2
ks1=2reNd k

2
0 �

XN�1

n¼0

dtðsrnþ1
d ;r � dte

nþ1
d Þ

6
XN�1

n¼0

dtfðsdtenþ1
d ; dti

nþ1
Þ þ mðsrenþ1

d ;rdti
nþ1

Þ þ ðsðdtuðtnþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1ÞÞ; dte

nþ1
d � dti

nþ1
Þ þ ðsrrnþ1

d ; dti
nþ1

Þg

þ
m
2
ks1=2ri

0
k20: ð68Þ
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Let us apply the operator dt over (53b) and test the resulting equation with qh ¼ sðrnþ1
d � snþ1Þ. It leads to the following

equality:

ðsrnþ1
d ;r � dte

nþ1
d Þ � ðdt~e

nþ1
d ; srrnþ1

d Þ ¼ ðssnþ1;r � dte
nþ1
d Þ � ðdt~e

nþ1
d ; srsnþ1Þ þ ðdt~u

nþ1
e ; srðrnþ1

d � snþ1ÞÞ: ð69Þ

Finally, let us multiply (55) by sdt~enþ1
d for n ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1. We integrate the result over X and add up for all time steps. We

obtain:

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dt~enþ1
d k20 þ

1

2
k~eNd k

2
0 6 �

XN�1

n¼0

dtðdt~e
nþ1
d ; srrnþ1

d Þ þ
1

2
ki

0
k20: ð70Þ

We add (68) and (70) and use (69) in order to get bounds for dt~e
nþ1
d :

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dtenþ1
d k20 þ

m
2
ks1=2reNd k

2
0 þ

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dt~enþ1
d k20

þ
1

2
k~eNd k

2
0 6

XN�1

n¼0

dtfðsdtenþ1
d ; dti

nþ1
Þ þ mðsrenþ1

d ;rdti
nþ1

Þ þ ðssnþ1;r � dte
nþ1
d Þ � ðdt~e

nþ1
d ; srsnþ1Þ

þ ðdt~u
nþ1
e ; srðrnþ1

d � snþ1ÞÞ þ ðsrrnþ1
d ; dti

nþ1
Þ þ ðsðdtuðtnþ1Þ � @tuðt

nþ1ÞÞ; dte
nþ1
d � dti

nþ1
Þg

þ
m
2
ks1=2ri

0
k20 þ

1

2
ki

0
k20 :¼ RHS2: ð71Þ

RHS2 can also be bounded using Cauchy–Schwarz and Young’s inequalities:

RHS2 6
b

2

XN�1

n¼0

dtf3ks1=2dtenþ1
d k20 þ mkrenþ1

d k20 þ 2ks1=2P?
h ðrrnþ1

d Þk20 þ ks1=2dt~enþ1
d k20g þ

bþ 1

2b

�
XN�1

n¼0

dtf2ks1=2dti
nþ1

k20 þ mksrdti
nþ1

k20 þ ks1=2rsnþ1k20 þ ks1=2dt~unþ1
e k20 þ kdtuðt

nþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1Þk20g

þ
m
2
ks1=2ri

0
k20 þ

1

2
ki

0
k20: ð72Þ

Again, b is a positive scalar value that will be selected in order to absorb some terms by the left hand side. The pressure error

terms in (67) and (72) must be absorbed by left hand side terms. In fact, only the orthogonal projection P?
h ðrrnþ1

d Þ must be

controlled. From (55), we can easily get:

ks1=2P?
h ðrrnþ1

d Þk20 6 2fks�1=2~enþ1
d k20 þ ks1=2dt~enþ1

d k20g: ð73Þ

The exact subgrid component ~unþ1
e can be bounded from (54). We multiply this equation by ~unþ1

e , leading to:

XN�1

n¼0

dtks�1=2~unþ1
e k20 6

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2P?
h ðrpðtnþ1ÞÞk20: ð74Þ

On the other hand, multiplying (52) by sdt~unþ1
e , we get:

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2dt~unþ1
e k20 6

XN�1

n¼0

dtks1=2P?
h ðrpðtnþ1ÞÞk20: ð75Þ

Let us combine (66) and (71) together with the right hand side bounds (67) and (72) and inequalities (73)–(75). We consider

a and b small enough in order to absorb some terms by the left hand side. The rest of terms belong to the error functions Ih

and Idt defined in (56) and (57), respectively. Thus, the first part of the theorem is proved.

The pressure error requires a further step. We have got control over the orthogonal projection of rrnþ1
d

in (73). The finite

element component can be bounded taking vh ¼ sPhðrrnþ1
d

Þ in (53a) and using inverse estimate (33):

ks1=2Phðrrnþ1
d Þk20 6 3fC2

hmkrenþ1
d k20 þ ks1=2dtenþ1

d k20 þ ks1=2ðdtuðtnþ1Þ � @tuðt
nþ1ÞÞk20g: �

6. Summary and conclusions

In this work, we have analyzed the stability properties of some numerical techniques for the approximation of the tran-

sient Stokes system. Let us summarize the most salient results of the paper:

1. Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. The use of div-stable elements allows us to obtain appropriate stability over the pressure for

the stationary case. Unfortunately, for the transient problem the regularity of the pressure is not so clear. Under a discrete

inf–sup condition, the time regularity of the pressure is not evident. Under strong regularity assumptions over the data

(initial velocity u0 2 H1ðXÞ) strong pressure bounds can be proved. On the contrary, under minimum regularity assump-

tions the stability bounds over the pressure are very weak.
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2. Theorem 4.4. For classical stabilized methods (like ASGS, Galerkin/least-squares or streamline upwind/Petrov–Galerkin)

applied to the transient problem, where the subgrid component is not tracked in time (quasi-static subscales), pres-

sure stability is only attained when using the backward Euler scheme under the following restriction over the time

step size:

h
2
6 Cdt

with C uniform with respect to dt and h. In fact, if this condition is violated (anisotropic space–time discretizations), these

stabilized methods become unstable. For BDF2 and Crank–Nicholson schemes, stability cannot be proved even under this

assumption over the time step value.

3. Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.2. On the contrary, considering the tracking of the subscales in time (dynamic subscales) the

situation is much better. This approach exhibits improved stability properties, allowing to get appropriate stability

bounds over the pressure without any assumption over the time step size.

4. Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.3. Using OSS we can recover stability without any approximation over the time step size even

with quasi-static subscales. Only mild regularity assumptions over the force term are needed.

5. Theorem 5.1. For the fully discrete transient Stokes problem stabilized with dynamic and orthogonal subscales we have

also proved optimal convergence results. Two different cases have been considered: under an assumption over the time

step size and without any assumption over dt and slightly stronger regularity requirements.

We can conclude that it is worth to track the subscales in time in a variational multiscale approach to the Stokes

problem. Dynamic subscales are naturally motivated from the multiscale concept and lead in a natural way to the cor-

rect behavior of the stabilization parameters while steady-state solutions do not depend on it. Furthermore, in this work

we have proved using numerical analysis that dynamic subscales exhibit enhanced stability properties that are indepen-

dent of the time–space discretization. Tracking the subscales in time even error estimates have been proved without any

restriction over the time step size. We refer to Codina et al. [15] for a complete set of numerical experiments that sup-

port our analysis.
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